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After that, the two reached The Golden Age of Youth Hotel. Alex had reserved a room a while ago before
their arrival.

This hotel was a property of Thousand Miles Conglomerate, it was the most luxurious and unique hotel in
California.

After getting into their room, Alex picked Dorothy up and rushed into the shower room. What else was there
to say at this point?

Just get down to business, and the process didn’t need to be known by outsiders.

Dorothy trailed her fingers on Alex’s chest and asked, “Hubby, are all of those who spy on you martial
artists? Wouldn’t that mean you’d be in a lot of danger? Can you handle them alone?”

Alex said, “Don’t worry, I’m also pretty powerful.”

A whim struck him. He said, “How about this? I’ll help you to reach the realm of martial artists too! In this
way, you would be able to protect yourself even if I’m not around.”

Dorothy fluttered her eyelashes, puzzled. “You can also do that?”

Alex replied, “Of course, my mom and Maya are both really strong martial artists now, they can defend
themselves against attacks without much problems.”

Dorothy glared at him. “Have you slept with Maya before?”

Alex stuttered, “Of course… Not!”

“Even if you did, don’t tell me, alright?”

“I really didn’t, I swear…”

Dorothy put her finger onto Alex’s lips and said softly, “Don’t make promises that easily, I believe you,
okay… Then, I just need you to promise me one thing.”

Alex held her finger and hugged her. “What is it, darling?”

Dorothy said softly, “Stay alive. No matter how hard life gets in the future, or even you have to live humbly,
please strive and live on. If you live, I’ll live. But if you die, I’ll die too. Got it?”

At that moment, Alex felt that they were connected as one.

It was just that he felt that something was odd about the current Dorothy.

However, when Alex was trying to help her become a martial artist, he realized that her core was impossible
to be activated. It was as if she were a woman who could never train any sort of martial arts since birth.

She shook her head and said, “It’s okay if you can’t, I’m not all that interested in martial artists anyway.”

At midnight, Alex sent Dorothy to the entrance of her area and kissed her goodbye.

“You can go home now!”

“Remember to keep your promise!” Dorothy told Alex and got out of the car.

Alex continued to wait till her silhouette couldn’t be seen anymore. Only then did he turn around and left.

Dorothy, on the other hand, stood at the tranquil sidewalk in the villa area, looking up to the night sky. At
that moment, the vast sky was filled with stars. A dash of splendor flickered in her beautiful eyes.

In the next afternoon, Alex, Waltz and Michelle headed to Lush Cosmetics’ base in Michigan. Meanwhile,
Nathan and Lord Lex headed over together.

Before entering the entrance of the company, a white Ferrari was seen rushing towards them. A young woman
in a white shirt opened the door and got out of the car.

She was quite the looker, but she seemed extremely arrogant. She even looked disgusted as she stared at the
company’s outer. She yelled, “Tell Mrs. Rockefeller to meet me outside, Lord Bale of Hydra Group wants to
see her!”

